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©  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  and  method. 

©  The  bar-code  reading  apparatus  and  method 
identify  a  block  of  a  main-part  bar  code  by  detecting 
the  start  (SB)  and  end  (EB)  guard  bars,  determine 
the  right  end  (RGB)  of  the  main-part  bar  code  based 
upon  whether  all  the  characters  in  the  block  carry 
even  parity,  detect  an  add-on  bar  code  a  predeter- 
mined  interval  after  the  right  end,  and  read  the  add- 
on  bar  code  thus  detected.  The  apparatus  and  meth- 
od  also  determine  whether  a  plurality  of  sets  of  add- 
on  characters  are  read  which  differ  in  the  number  of 

characters,  as  a  result  of  different  scans  of  the  bar 
code  (scan  B,  scan  C).  The  sets  of  add-on  char- 
acters  are  compared  character-by-character  for 
equality  in  character  code  and  in  parity,  up  to  the 
final  character  of  the  smallest  set,  and,  on  a  match, 
the  set  having  the  largest  number  of  characters  is 
selected  as  being  the  correct  add-on  bar  code.  As  a 
result,  add-on  bar  codes  can  be  detected  reliably 
and  efficiently. 
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The  present  invention  relates  to  a  bar-code 
reading  apparatus  and  method,  particularly  but  not 
exclusively  for  reading  so-called  "add-on"  bar 
codes. 

A  bar-code  reader,  which  reads  product  codes 
of  alphanumeric  characters  represented  by  series 
of  adjacent  stripes  of  various  widths,  is  widely  used 
as  a  terminal  of  a  point  of  sale  (POS)  system,  for 
example.  To  facilitate  the  management  of  sales  by 
increasing  the  amount  of  product  information  re- 
corded  on  a  bar  code,  a  bar-code  system  which 
has  a  normal  bar  code  (below,  a  main-part  bar 
code)  followed  by  an  additional  bar  code  (below,  an 
add-on  bar  code),  is  recently  being  put  into  prac- 
tical  use. 

Accordingly,  a  bar-code  reader  which  can  read 
an  add-on  bar  code  properly  and  efficiently  is  in 
great  demand. 

A  bar-code  reader  usually  reads  a  bar  code  by 
scanning  a  laser  beam  over  the  bar  code,  measur- 
ing  the  widths  of  the  black  and  white  bars  based  on 
the  light  reflected  and  converting  the  bar  widths 
into  alphanumeric  characters.  Conventional  bar- 
code  readers  are  designed  mostly  for  main-part  bar 
codes,  with  little  consideration  of  add-on  bar  codes. 
It  appears  that  there  is  no  established  method  of 
reading  an  add-on  bar  code  fully  automatically  and 
economically.  In  any  case,  a  conventional  bar-code 
reader  is  low  in  reading  capacity  because  it  is 
susceptible  to  so-called  double-label  errors 
(explained  later)  causing  a  reading  failure. 

Fig.  1(a)  shows  a  configuration  of  a  bar  code 
having  a  2-character  add-on  bar  code.  Fig.  2(a)  is 
an  odd-even  parity  configuration  table  for  a  2- 
character  add-on  bar  code. 

As  shown  in  Fig.  1(a),  a  bar  code  having  an 
add-on  bar  code  is  composed  of  a  main  part  and 
an  add-on  part.  The  format  of  the  main  part  is 
stipulated  by  such  code  system  standards  as 
UPC/A,  UPC/E,  EAN/13  and  EAN/8.  The  2-char- 
acter  add-on  part  includes  a  special  left  guard  bar 
(SLGB),  a  first  character  labelled  here  as  X,  a 
delineate  bar  (DB)  and  a  second  character  Y.  X 
and  Y  are  arbitrary  alphanumeric  characters,  each 
carrying  odd-even  parity.  The  parity  for  the  char- 
acters  X  and  Y  is  determined,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2- 
(a),  by  using  the  residual  of  a  2-digit  decimal 
number  XY  divided  by  4,  where  X  and  Y  are  the 
tens  and  unit  digits,  respectively. 

Fig.  1(b)  shows  a  configuration  of  a  bar  code 
having  a  5-character  add-on  bar  code.  Fig.  2(b)  is 
an  odd-even  parity  configuration  table  for  this  add- 
on  bar  code. 

As  shown  in  Fig.  1(b),  the  5-character  add-on 
part  includes  a  SLGB  and  a  character  followed  by 
4  pairs  of  a  DB  and  a  character,  the  characters 
being  labelled  V,  W,  X,  Y  and  Z.  The  parity  for  the 
five  characters  is  determined,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2- 

(b),  by  using  the  unit  digit  «  obtained  from  the 
following  calculation:- 

(V  +  X  +  Z)  x  3  +  (W  +  Y)  x  9. 
5 

Fig.  3  shows  laser  beam  scanning  over  a  bar 
code. 

Usually,  a  fixed-type  bar-code  reader  scans  a 
laser  beam  over  the  bar  code  several  times,  vary- 

io  ing  the  direction  of  scanning,  e.g.  in  the  directions 
A,  B  and  C  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  The  bar-code 
reader  reads  the  bar  code  for  each  different  scan- 
ning  direction,  decodes  the  read  code  into  alphanu- 
meric  characters  and  checks  the  characters  for 

75  validity.  The  decoded  add-on  part  (called  add-on 
characters)  is  parity-checked  based  on  the  parity 
rule  specified  by  the  above  calculation  and  a  table 
like  that  in  Fig.  2(a)  or  2(b).  If  two  or  more  sets  of 
characters  are  read  for  the  same  add-on  bar  code 

20  because  of  the  different  directions  of  scanning,  a 
double-label  error  is  recognised  and  the  reading  is 
regarded  as  a  failure,  even  when  the  characters 
carry  proper  parity. 

When  a  laser  beam  is  scanned  over  a  5- 
25  character  add-on  bar  code  in  the  directions  B  and 

C,  for  example,  different  sets  of  2  and  5  add-on 
characters  respectively  are  read  for  that  single  bar 
code.  Both  sets  of  characters  may  conform  to  the 
above-mentioned  parity  rule  because  an  add-on 

30  bar  code  has  no  stop  code  or  the  like.  For  the 
direction  C,  an  add-on  bar  code  having  characters, 
e.g.  E3,  E1,  04,  01  and  07  is  read  (E  and  0  
represent  even  and  odd  parity  respectively).  For 
the  direction  B,  only  the  characters  E3  and  E1  are 

35  read.  The  parity  for  remainder  3  of  31  divided  by  4 
is  an  Even/Even  combination  according  to  Fig.  2- 
(a),  which  agrees  with  the  parity  accompanied  by 
the  characters  read,  E3  and  E1.  Thus,  even  when 
an  add-on  bar  code  is  correctly  read  with  proper 

40  parity,  conventional  bar-code  readers  determine 
this  as  a  double-label  error  which  is  treated  as  a 
read  failure,  simply  because  two  different  sets  of 
add-on  characters  are  read  for  the  same  add-on 
bar  code.  This  can  also  be  a  problem  with  other 

45  types  of  bar  code  apart  from  add-on  bar  codes. 
As  described  above,  a  problem  of  a  conven- 

tional  bar-code  reader  is  that  it  cannot  read  an  add- 
on  bar  code  economically  or  with  a  high  reading 
capacity. 

50  It  is  therefore  desirable  to  provide  a  bar-code 
reader  which  can  automatically  read  an  add-on  bar 
code  properly  and  economically,  and  with  an  im- 
proved  reading  capacity. 

According  to  a  first  aspect  of  the  present  in- 
55  vention,  there  is  provided  bar-code  reading  appara- 

tus  for  reading  a  bar  code,  including  a  main-part 
bar  code  and  an  add-on  bar  code,  detecting  a  start 
guard  bar  and  end  guard  bar  of  the  main-part  bar 
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code  and  decoding  the  read  bar  code  into  char- 
acters,  comprising:- 

right-end  detection  means  for  detecting  a  right 
end  of  the  main-part  bar  code  based  on  the  start 
guard  bar  and  end  guard  bar; 

add-on  bar-code  detection  means  for  detecting 
a  bar  code  occurring  a  predetermined  interval  after 
the  right  end  as  the  add-on  bar  code;  and 

means  for  decoding  the  add-on  bar  code  de- 
tected  by  said  add-on  bar  code  detection  means. 

According  to  a  second  aspect  of  the  present 
invention,  there  is  provided  bar-code  reading  ap- 
paratus  for  reading  a  bar  code  and  decoding  it  into 
characters,  comprising:- 

data  check  means  for  checking  whether  a  plu- 
rality  of  sets  of  data  of  differing  size  have  been 
read  from  the  bar  code; 

data  comparison  means  for  comparing  the  sets 
of  read  data  to  an  extent  defined  by  the  size  of  the 
smallest  set  of  read  data;  and 

selecting  means  for  selecting  the  set  of  data 
having  the  largest  size  in  dependence  upon  at  least 
the  checking  and  comparison  by  said  data  check 
means  and  data  comparison  means,  respectively. 

The  present  invention  also  embraces  methods 
of  reading  a  bar  code  as  defined  in  accompanying 
claims  12  and  13. 

A  bar-code  reader  embodying  the  present  in- 
vention  determines  a  right  end  of  the  main-part  bar 
code  by  detecting  the  start  guard  bar  and  end 
guard  bar,  judges  a  bar  code  which  occurs  a 
predetermined  interval  after  the  right  end  to  be  an 
add-on  bar  code,  and  reads  the  add-on  bar  code. 

To  avoid  double-label  errors,  a  bar-code  reader 
embodying  the  invention  determines  whether  a  plu- 
rality  of  sets  of  bar  code  data  (e.g.  add-on  char- 
acters)  are  read  which  differ  in  size  (e.g.  number  of 
characters),  compares  the  plurality  of  sets  of  data 
for  equality,  item  by  item,  to  the  extent  of  the  size 
(number  of  characters)  in  the  smallest  set,  and,  on 
a  match,  selects  the  set  of  data  having  the  largest 
size  as  representing  the  bar  code. 

Reference  is  made,  by  way  of  example,  to  the 
accompanying  drawings  in  which:- 

Figs.  1(a)  and  (b)  show  a  configuration  of  a  bar 
code  having  a  2-character  or  5-character  add-on 
bar  code,  respectively; 
Figs.  2(a)  and  (b)  are  odd-even  parity  configura- 
tion  tables  for  a  2-character  or  5-character  add- 
on  bar  code,  respectively; 
Fig.  3  shows  laser  beam  scanning  over  a  bar 
code; 
Figs.  4(a)  to  (c)  show  configurations  of  bar 
codes  having  an  add-on  bar  code,  according  to:- 

(a)  UPC  system, 
(b)  UPC/A,  EAN8  or  EAN13  system,  and 
(c)  UPC/E  system  respectively; 

Fig.  5  shows  a  relationship  between  a  bar  code 

configuration  and  laser  beam  scanning; 
Fig.  6  is  a  block  diagram  of  an  embodiment  of 
the  present  invention; 
Fig.  7  is  a  detailed  circuit  of  part  of  a  bar-code 

5  decoder; 
Fig.  8  is  a  flowchart  explaining  reading  of  an 
add-on  bar  code;  and 
Fig.  9  is  a  flowchart  explaining  how  the  reading 
capacity  can  be  improved. 

io  Throughout  the  drawings,  identical  reference 
numerals  are  used  to  designate  the  same  or  similar 
component  parts. 

First,  the  use  of  the  present  invention  to  detect 
an  add-on  bar  code  will  be  described  with  refer- 

15  ence  to  Figs.  4  to  8. 
Fig.  4(a)  shows  a  configuration  of  a  UPC  sys- 

tem  bar  code  having  an  add-on  bar  code. 
The  main-part  bar  code  includes  a  margin,  a 

left  guard  bar  (LGB),  left  characters,  centre  bar 
20  (CB),  right  characters,  a  right  guard  bar  (RGB)  and 

another  margin.  The  add-on  part,  which  begins  with 
a  special  left  guard  bar  (SLGB),  is  recorded  at  a 
predesignated  interval  (or  number  of  modules)  after 
a  right  block  (main-part  right  characters  and  RGB). 

25  Fig.  4(b)  shows  a  configuration  of  a  UPC/A, 
EAN8  or  EAN13  bar  code  having  an  add-on  bar 
code. 

In  this  case  the  bar  code  includes  a  margin,  a 
left  block  (LGB  and  left  characters),  a  CB,  a  right 

30  block  (right  characters  and  RGB),  another  margin 
and  an  add-on  bar  code  (SLGB  and  add-on  char- 
acters).  It  is  stipulated  that  the  characters  in  the 
right  block  should  each  carry  even  parity  and  those 
in  the  left  block  a  combination  of  even  and  odd 

35  parity. 
Fig.  4(c)  shows  a  configuration  of  a  UPC/E  bar 

code  having  an  add-on  bar  code. 
The  main  part  of  a  UPC/E  bar  code  has  only  a 

single  block.  The  add-on  bar  code  is  recorded 
40  some  modules  after  the  rightmost  edge  of  the  main 

part. 
Fig.  5  shows  a  relationship  between  a  bar  code 

configuration  and  laser  beam  scanning. 
The  scanned  beam  crosses  a  start  guard  bar 

45  SB,  centre  guard  bar  CB,  and  end  guard  bar  EB, 
which  correspond  to  the  LGB,  CB  and  RGB  in  that 
order  when  the  laser  beam  is  scanned  in  the  direc- 
tion  of  the  arrow  48,  and  to  RGB,  CB  and  LGB 
when  scanned  in  the  direction  of  the  arrow  49. 

50  Thus,  which  of  the  data  blocks  encountered  by 
the  laser  beam  is  the  right-hand  block  varies  de- 
pending  on  the  direction  of  laser  beam  scanning. 

Fig.  6  is  a  block  diagram  of  an  embodiment  of 
the  present  invention. 

55  A  laser  beam  is  irradiated  from  a  helium-neon 
(He-Ne)  laser,  scanned  over  a  bar  code  via  a 
polygon  mirror  and  reflected  therefrom.  A  light  de- 
tector  1  converts  the  intensity  of  the  reflected  light 

3 
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of  the  laser  beam  to  an  analog  electrical  signal.  An 
analog-to-digital  converter  (ADC)  2  receives  the 
analog  signal  from  the  light  detector  1  and  converts 
it  to  a  digital  signal.  A  bar-width  counter  3  mea- 
sures  the  width  of  white  and  black  bars  by  counting 
the  number  of  clocks  occurring  while  the  digital 
signal  from  the  ADC  2  is  "1  "  or  "0"  corresponding 
to  the  bar  being  black  or  white,  and  outputs  (white- 
and  black-)  bar-width  data  based  on  the  measured 
width  of  white  and  black  bars. 

A  bar-code  decoder  4,  which  comprises  cir- 
cuits  as  shown  in  Fig.  2,  detects  the  start  guard  bar 
SB,  centre  guard  bar  CB  and  end  guard  bar  EB, 
generates  pointer  signals  indicating  the  bar  code 
type  such  as  UPC/A,  UPC/E,  EAN13,  EAN8  and 
decodes  the  bar  code  into  alphanumeric  charac- 
ters.  A  data  buffer  5  temporarily  stores  the  char- 
acters  decoded,  which  are  later  sent  to  a  POS 
terminal,  for  example.  A  microprocessor  unit  (CPU) 
6  performs  the  processing  illustrated  in  the 
flowchart  in  Figs.  8  and  9,  as  instructed  by  a 
control  program  stored  in  a  read-only-memory 
(ROM)  7. 

An  interface  controller  8  controls  communica- 
tion  with  a  POS  terminal,  for  example,  to  send  the 
data  read  from  a  bar  code.  A  miscellaneous  con- 
troller  10  controls  a  laser  drive  circuit  102  which 
drives  a  He-Ne  laser,  a  motor  drive  circuit  101 
which  rotates  a  polygon  mirror  to  produce  a  scan- 
ning  laser  beam,  a  speaker  or  buzzer  103  and  a 
display  indicator  104. 

Fig.  7  is  a  detailed  circuit  of  part  of  the  bar- 
code  decoder  4. 

A  start  guard-bar  detector  (hereinafter  called 
SB  detector)  40,  centre  guard-bar  detector  (CB 
detector)  41  and  end  guard-bar  detector  (EB  detec- 
tor)  42  detect  the  SB,  CB  and  EB,  respectively 
(see  Fig.5)  by  decoding  the  bar  width  data  from  the 
bar  width  counter  3.  The  CB  shows  a  symmetry 
between  the  left  and  right  halves,  irrespective  of 
the  direction  of  laser-beam  scanning. 

The  SB  is  defined  as  a  guard  bar  following  a 
margin,  and  the  EB  as  a  guard  bar  followed  by  a 
margin.  Therefore,  when  a  laser  beam  is  scanned 
along  the  arrow  48,  the  SB  is  the  left  guard  bar 
(LGB)  and  the  EB  is  the  right  guard  bar  (RGB); 
when  a  laser  beam  is  scanned  along  the  arrow  49, 
the  SB  is  the  right  guard  bar  (RGB)  and  the  EB  is 
the  left  guard  bar  (LGB).  Thus,  the  SB,  CB  and  EB 
can  be  detected  based  on  the  bar-width  data  from 
the  bar-width  counter  3  in  Fig.  7. 

A  shift  register  43a  right-shifts  the  SB  and 
subsequent  bar-width  data  from  the  bar-width 
counter  3  in  synchronisation  with  a  shift  clock,  from 
the  time  when  the  SB  detector  40  detects  the  SB. 
Similarly,  a  shift  register  43b  right-shifts  the  CB 
and  subsequent  bar-width  data  from  the  time  when 
the  CB  detector  41  detects  the  CB. 

AND  gates  44  to  47b  output  pointer  signals  S1 
to  S6  respectively  by  ANDing  any  of  signals  SB1 
to  SB4,  CB0  to  CB3  and  EB0.  Signals  CB0  and 
EB0  become  active  when  the  CB  detector  41  and 

5  EB  detector  42  detect  the  CB  and  EB,  respectively, 
in  the  bar-width  data  from  the  bar-width  counter  3. 
Signals  SB1  to  SB4  become  active  when  decoders 
(not  shown,  which  are  built  in  the  shift  register 
43a)  detect  the  SB  in  the  bar  width  data  being 

io  shifted  in  the  shift  register  43a.  Signals  CB1  to  CB3 
become  active  when  decoders  (not  shown,  which 
are  built  in  the  shift  register  43b)  detect  the  CB  in 
the  bar  width  data  in  the  shift  register  43b. 

The  pointer  signals  S1  to  S6  are  generated  as 
is  follows:- 

(1)  When  the  SB  is  detected  by  the  SB  detector 
40,  the  shift  register  43a  starts  shifting  the  SB 
and  subsequent  bar  width  data; 
(2)  When  the  CB  is  detected  by  the  CB  detector 

20  41,  the  shift  register  43b  starts  shifting  the  CB 
and  subsequent  bar  width  data; 
(3)  When  the  CB  is  detected,  either  S4  (an  AND 
of  CB0  and  SB4)  or  S3  (an  AND  of  CB0  and 
SB3)  becomes  active  depending  on  which  of 

25  SB4  and  SB3  is  active,  i.e.  depending  on  how 
far  the  SB  is  shifted,  which  means  whether  the 
main  bar  code  includes  4  or  6  characters  re- 
spectively  between  the  SB  and  CB; 
(4)  When  the  EB  is  detected  by  the  end  guard- 

30  bar  detector  42,  either  S2  (an  AND  of  EB0,  CB2 
and  SB2)  or  S1  (an  AND  of  EB0,  CB1  and  SB1) 
becomes  active  depending  on  whether  the  main 
bar  code  includes  8  or  12  characters  respec- 
tively  between  the  SB  and  EB.  Similarly,  either 

35  S6  (an  AND  of  EB0  and  CB3)  or  S5  (an  AND  of 
EB0  and  CE1)  becomes  active  depending  on 
whether  the  main  bar  code  includes  4  or  6 
characters  respectively,  between  the  CB  and 
EB. 

40  Thus,  pointer  signals  S1  to  S6  are  generated 
depending  on  the  bar-code  system  in  use  (UPC/A, 
ENA  8-character,  ENA  13-character  and  UPC/E). 
These  pointer  signals  S1  to  S6  are  used  to  detect 
an  add-on  bar  code  following  the  main-part  bar 

45  code,  as  described  below. 
Fig.  8  is  a  flowchart  explaining  how  an  add-on 

bar  code  is  read. 
In  Fig.  8,  the  bar-code  decoder  4  performs  the 

following  operations:- 
50  (1)  Decodes  the  main-part  bar  code.  That  is,  the 

bar-code  decoder  4  recognises  a  block  of  the 
main-part  bar  code  (see  Fig.  4(a))  based  on  the 
pointer  signals  S1  to  S6  and  converts  the  bar 
code  into  alphanumeric  characters; 

55  (2)  Determines  whether  an  "add-on  read"  flag  is 
on.  The  flag  is  set  by  an  operator  using  a  key 
(not  shown)  provided  on  the  bar-code  reader, 
when  an  add-on  bar  code  is  desired  to  be  read. 

4 
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When  the  flag  is  not  on,  the  processing  goes  to 
step  7  without  reading  an  add-on  bar  code; 
(3)  When  the  flag  is  on,  determines  whether  the 
block  concerned  is  a  right  (right-hand)  block  by 
checking  whether  all  the  characters  within  the 
block  are  even.  It  is  stipulated  that  all  the  char- 
acters  included  in  the  right  block  should  carry 
even  parity.  A  character  is  defined  to  carry  even 
parity  when  the  number  of  modules  constituting 
the  black  bars  within  the  character  is  even; 
(4)  Decodes  the  add-on  bar  code.  That  is,  when 
the  block  concerned  is  a  right  block  (yes)  or  the 
UPC/E  code  system  is  used  (see  step  (6)),  the 
bar-code  decoder  4  recognises  a  bar  code 
which  occurs  a  predetermined  number  (7  to  10) 
of  modules  after  the  right  block  as  an  add-on 
bar  code,  and  decodes  the  add-on  bar  code  into 
characters; 
(5)  Sets  an  "add-on  present"  flag,  indicating  that 
an  add-on  bar  code  has  been  decoded; 
(6)  When  all  the  characters  in  the  block  are  not 
even  (no),  the  decoder  4  determines,  based  on 
the  pointer  signals  S1  to  S6,  whether  the  code 
system  used  is  the  UPC/E,  which  has  only  a 
single  block  (without  a  right  block).  When  the 
UPC/E  code  is  used  (yes),  the  processing  goes 
to  step  (4);  otherwise  (no),  i.e.  when  the  block  is 
a  right  block,  to  step  (7); 
(7)  Determines  whether  the  "add-on  present" 
flag  is  set  on; 
(8)  When  the  flag  is  on  (yes),  the  decoder  4 
stores  the  main-part  and  add-on  characters  in 
the  data  buffer  5; 
(9)  Checks  the  main-part  characters  for  validity; 
(10)  When  invalid  (no),  the  reading  is  a  failure; 
(11)  When  the  main-part  characters  are  valid 
(yes),  the  decoder  4  parity-checks  the  add-on 
characters.  When  an  error  is  detected  (no),  the 
reading  is  failure;  otherwise  (yes),  a  success; 
(12)  When  the  "add-on  present"  flag  is  not  on 
(no),  the  decoder  4  stores  the  main-part  char- 
acters  in  the  data  buffer  5; 
(13)  Checks  the  main-part  characters  for  validity. 
When  an  error  is  detected  (no),  the  reading  is  a 
failure;  otherwise  (yes),  a  success. 
As  described  above,  the  present  embodiment 

reads  a  main-part  bar  code,  and  detects  the  right 
block  in  the  main-part  characters.  It  detects  an 
add-on  bar  code  a  predetermined  number  of  mod- 
ules  after  the  right  block,  reads  the  add-on  bar 
code  and  checks  the  add-on  characters  for  validity. 
Thus,  the  add-on  bar  code  can  be  read  automati- 
cally  and  properly  in  the  same  way  as  for  a  normal 
bar  code  having  no  add-on  bar  code. 

A  second  aspect  of  the  invention,  which  can 
avoid  a  double-label  error  when  reading  bar  codes, 
will  now  be  described  with  reference  to  Fig.  9. 

As  shown  in  the  flowchart  of  Fig.  9,  an  example 

of  this  aspect  of  the  invention  proceeds  as  follows:- 
(1)  A  bar  code  having  an  add-on  part  is  scanned 
with  a  laser  beam  in  two  directions  (C  and  B  in 
Fig.  3,  for  example)  in  a  single  read  operation 

5  and  decoded  successively  into  a  set  of  main- 
part  and  add-on  characters  for  each  scan.  The 
two  (first  and  second)  sets  of  the  main-part  and 
add-on  characters  are  each  parity-checked; 
(2)  Unless  both  sets  of  the  main-part  characters 

io  agree  with  each  other  or  have  one  each  of  left 
and  right  blocks  whose  characters  carry  proper 
parity,  the  reading  is  a  failure; 
(3)  Unless  both  sets  of  the  add-on  characters 
carry  a  proper  odd-even  parity  configuration 

is  shown  in  Figs.  2(a)  and  2(b),  the  reading  is  a 
failure; 
(4)  When  both  sets  of  the  add-on  characters 
carry  proper  parity  and  agree  with  each  other, 
the  reading  is  a  success; 

20  (5)  If  both  (first  and  second)  sets  of  the  add-on 
characters  each  include  two  characters,  the 
reading  is  a  failure; 
(6)  If  both  sets  of  the  add-on  characters  each 
include  five  characters,  the  reading  is  a  failure; 

25  (7)  Unless  both  sets  of  the  add-on  characters, 
the  first  set  having  2  characters  and  the  second 
5  characters,  agree  with  each  other  in  the  odd- 
even  parity  configuration  for  the  first  two  char- 
acters,  the  reading  is  a  failure; 

30  (8)  Unless  both  sets  of  the  add-on  characters, 
the  first  set  having  2  characters  and  the  second 
5  characters,  agree  with  each  other  in  character 
code  for  the  first  two  characters,  the  reading  is  a 
failure;  otherwise,  the  reading  is  a  success  and 

35  the  set  having  five  add-on  characters  is  taken  as 
the  bar  code. 

In  the  above  example,  such  operations  as  de- 
termining,  parity-checking  and  comparing  are  per- 
formed  on  decoded  characters.  Alternatively,  the 

40  above  operations  can  instead  be  performed  on 
non-decoded  bar-width  data. 

As  described  above,  when  a  double-label  error 
occurs  which  is  caused  by  laser  beam  scanning  in 
different  directions  and  which  conventional  bar- 

45  code  readers  regard  as  a  reading  failure,  a  bar- 
code  reader  embodying  the  present  invention  en- 
ables  a  plurality  of  read  sets  of  add-on  characters 
to  be  compared  in  respect  of  the  odd-even  parity 
configuration  and  character  code  for  the  first  sev- 

50  eral  characters.  When  they  agree,  it  takes  as  the 
bar  code  whichever  set  of  add-on  characters  has 
the  larger  or  largest  number  of  characters,  thus 
avoiding  most  double-label  errors  and  increasing 
the  reading  capacity.  This  method  of  avoiding 

55  double-label  errors  is  not  necessarily  restricted  to 
add-on  bar  codes:  it  could  be  used  for  other  bar 
codes  whose  length  (number  of  modules  or  char- 
acters)  is  uncertain. 

5 
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Although  the  above  description  refers  to  detec- 
tion  of  "black"  and  "white"  bars  in  a  bar  code,  it 
will  be  understood  that  not  all  bar  codes  are  ac- 
tually  black  and  white;  therefore,  the  terms  "black" 
and  "white"  in  the  description  and  claims  are  to  be 
taken  as  including  any  colours  which  are  relatively 
absorbing  or  relatively  reflecting,  respectively,  of  a 
scanned  laser  beam. 

Claims 

1.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  for  reading  a  bar 
code,  including  a  main-part  bar  code  and  an 
add-on  bar  code,  detecting  a  start  guard  bar 
and  end  guard  bar  of  the  main-part  bar  code 
and  decoding  the  read  bar  code  into  char- 
acters,  comprising:- 

right-end  detection  means  for  detecting  a 
right  end  of  the  main-part  bar  code  based  on 
the  start  guard  bar  and  end  guard  bar; 

add-on  bar-code  detection  means  for  de- 
tecting  a  bar  code  occurring  a  predetermined 
interval  after  the  right  end  as  the  add-on  bar 
code;  and 

means  for  decoding  the  add-on  bar  code 
detected  by  said  add-on  bar  code  detection 
means. 

2.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  1,  further  comprising:- 

manually-operable  indication  means  for  in- 
dicating  whether  or  not  an  add-on  bar  code  is 
to  be  read. 

3.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  1  or  2,  wherein  said  right-block  detection 
means  comprises:- 

block  identification  means  for  identifying 
any  of  the  blocks  of  the  main-part  bar  code, 
based  on  the  start  guard  bar,  centre  guard  bar 
and  end  guard  bar;  and 

right-block  determination  means  for  check- 
ing  whether  all  the  characters  in  the  block 
concerned  carry  even  parity  and  determining 
the  right  block  in  dependence  upon  the  check- 
ing. 

4.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  3,  wherein  said  right-block  determination 
means  comprises  code-system  determination 
means  for  determining  a  code  system  used, 
and  wherein  said  right-block  determination 
means  regards  the  block  concerned  as  being 
the  right  block  when  the  code  system  is  one 
having  only  one  block. 

5.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  4,  wherein  said  code  system  determina- 

tion  means  comprises:- 
conversion  means  for  measuring  the 

widths  of  black  and  white  bars  in  said  bar  code 
and  converting  the  widths  to  a  bar-width  signal; 

5  start  guard-bar  detection  means  for  detect- 
ing  a  start  guard  bar  based  on  the  bar-width 
signal; 

centre  guard-bar  detection  means  for  de- 
tecting  a  centre  guard  bar  based  on  the  bar 

io  width  signal; 
end  guard-bar  detection  means  for  detect- 

ing  an  end  guard  bar  based  on  the  bar  width 
signal; 

first  shift  means  for  shifting  the  bar-width 
is  signal  including  a  signal  corresponding  to  the 

start  guard  bar,  from  the  time  when  the  start 
guard  bar  is  detected  by  said  start  guard-bar 
detection  means; 

second  shift  means  for  shifting  the  bar- 
20  width  signal  including  a  signal  corresponding 

to  the  centre  guard  bar,  from  the  time  when 
the  centre  guard  bar  is  detected  by  said  centre 
guard  bar  detection  means; 

at  least  one  first  decoder  means,  oper- 
25  atively  connected  to  said  first  shift  means,  for 

detecting  the  start  guard  bar  in  the  bar-width 
signal  being  shifted  in  said  first  shift  means; 

at  least  one  second  decoder  means,  oper- 
atively  connected  to  said  second  shift  means, 

30  for  detecting  the  centre  guard  bar  in  the  bar 
width  signal  being  shifted  in  said  second  shift 
means;  and 

means  for  determining  the  code  system  in 
use  based  on  the  detection  by  said  centre 

35  guard-bar  detection  means,  end  guard-bar  de- 
tection  means,  first  decoder  means  and  sec- 
ond  decoder  means. 

6.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  for  reading  a  bar 
40  code  and  decoding  it  into  characters,  compris- 

ing:- 
data  check  means  for  checking  whether  a 

plurality  of  sets  of  data  of  differing  size  have 
been  read  from  the  bar  code; 

45  data  comparison  means  for  comparing  the 
sets  of  read  data  to  an  extent  defined  by  the 
size  of  the  smallest  set  of  read  data;  and 

selecting  means  for  selecting  the  set  of 
data  having  the  largest  size  in  dependence 

50  upon  at  least  the  checking  and  comparison  by 
said  data  check  means  and  data  comparison 
means,  respectively. 

7.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
55  claim  6,  wherein  said  read  data  is  in  the  form 

of  bar-width  data  and  the  size  of  each  set  of 
data  is  a  number  of  modules. 

6 
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8.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  6,  wherein  said  read  data  is  in  the  form 
of  characters  decoded  from  bar-width  data  and 
the  size  of  each  set  of  data  is  the  number  of 
characters  therein.  5 

9.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claim  8,  wherein  said  data  comparison  means 
compares  the  sets  of  read  data  for  equality  in 
parity,  character-by-character,  for  the  number  10 
of  characters  in  the  smallest  set. 

10.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in  any 
of  claims  6  to  9,  wherein  said  bar  code  is  an 
add-on  bar  code  provided  in  addition  to  a  is 
main-part  bar  code. 

11.  Bar-code  reading  apparatus  as  claimed  in 
claims  9  and  10  combined,  further  comprising 
first  main-part  check  means  for  parity-checking  20 
read  characters  in  the  main-part  bar  code,  and 
second  main-part  check  means  for  checking 
whether  a  plurality  of  sets  of  differing  numbers 
of  main-part  characters  have  been  read, 
wherein  said  selecting  means  is  also  respon-  25 
sive  to  the  results  of  checking  by  said  first  and 
second  main-part  check  means. 

12.  A  bar-code  reading  method  in  which  a  bar 
code  including  a  main-part  bar  code  and  an  30 
add-on  bar  code  is  read,  a  start  guard  bar  and 
end  guard  bar  of  the  main-part  bar  code  are 
detected,  and  the  bar  code  is  decoded  into 
characters,  the  method  comprising  the  steps 
of:-  35 

detecting  a  right  end  of  the  main-part  bar 
code  based  on  the  start  guard  bar  and  end 
guard  bar; 

identifying  an  add-on  bar  code  by  detect- 
ing  a  bar  code  occurring  a  predetermined  in-  40 
ternal  after  the  right  end;  and 

decoding  the  add-on  bar  code. 

13.  A  bar-code  reading  method  for  reading  a  bar 
code  and  decoding  it  into  characters,  the  45 
method  comprising  steps  of:- 

checking  whether  a  plurality  of  sets  of  data 
of  differing  size  have  been  read  from  the  bar 
code; 

comparing  the  sets  of  read  data  to  an  so 
extent  defined  by  the  size  of  the  smallest  set; 
and 

selecting  the  largest  set  of  read  data  in 
dependence  upon  the  results  of  the  checking 
and  comparing  steps.  55 

7 
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